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Pürzel, Andreas / Pürzel, Alexander: Training
Andreas Pürzel, Alexander Pürzel.
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020393402
⇒ Bände:
   1 Band: Drückbewegungen, Training
   2 Band: Rumpftraining, Training
   3 Band: Unterkörper, Training

2018 AAP annual meeting - Abstracts of scientific papers and posters presented at the annual meeting of the Association of Academic Physiatrists
Atlanta, Georgia; February 13-17, 2018 (American journal of physical medicine & rehabilitation volume 97, number 3, supplement (March 2018)) 2018. 131 Seiten.
⇒ Ein Buch
   - Bitte an der Info-Theke 4 nachfragen: P 2884 Themenheft einer Zeitschrift
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020402515

2019 AAP annual meeting - Abstracts of scientific papers and posters presented at the annual meeting of the Association of Academic Physiatrists
San Juan, Puerto Rico; February 19-23, 2019 (American journal of physical medicine & rehabilitation volume 98, number 3, supplement (March 2019)) 2019. 1 CD (158 Seiten).
⇒ Eine CD
   - Bitte an der Info-Theke 4 nachfragen: P 2884 Themenheft einer Zeitschrift
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020402524

Alpert, Rebecca Trachtenberg / Remillard, Arthur: Gods, games, and globalization
⇒ Ein Medium
   - Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
   - GV706.42
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403122

Arendell, Telory D.: Pina Bausch’s aggressive tenderness
Bausch pieces, including Sacre du Printemps (Rite of Spring 1975), Kontakt (Meeting Place 1978), Cafe Muller (Cafe Mueller 1978), Nelken (Carnations 1982), Arien (Arias 1985), and Vollmond (Full Moon 2006). Beginning with her approach as one avenue of dance dramaturgy, the author connects the content expressed in these pieces with theoretical conversations, works from other artists inspired by Bausch, and her own experiences, providing an examination that is both academic and personally insightful. Arendell reads all of these theatrical and film approaches into Bausch’s work to highlight how the time frame involves a cross-pollination between Bausch and the other artists that looks both backward and forward in its influences. Ideal for students of dance and theater, Pina Bausch’s Aggressive Tenderness shows how Bausch’s Tanztheater speaks a kinaesthetic language, one that Arendell translates into a somaesthetic exploration to pair a repurposed body ethic with movements that present new forms of embodiment”–.

⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
  - GV1785.B349
⇒ Schlagwörter:
  - 1940-2009
  - Bausch, Pina
  - Modern Dance
  - Tanztheater
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406023

Armenteros, Manuel / Benitez, Anto J. / Betancor, Miguel Ángel: The use of video technologies in refereeing football and other sports
edited by Manuel Armenteros, Anto J. Benítez, and Miguel Ángel Betancor. (Routledge research in sports technology and engineering) xxv, 366 Seiten. ISBN 978-1-138-31204-3 EAN: 9781138312043. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: For a long time, various different lobbying sectors have claimed that the use of video technology is an effective aid in decision-making. Now the IFAB has taken a historic step in the approval of experiments on the use of video to provide support to football refereeing. The Use of Video Technologies in Refereeing Football and Other Sports analyses the capacity of audio-visual technology from different perspectives to help understand the best implementation of the Video Assistant Referee (VAR) system in football and, more generally, in other sports. This book addresses in-depth interdisciplinary viewpoints on the need and the opportunity of the implementation procedures regarding how to use it, considering that it could lead to very important changes. The book goes on to examine various approaches to themost interesting topics for players, amateurs, coaches, referees and referees coaches. Offering viewpoints from both academics and professionals, this new volume addresses the VAR issue in a multidisciplinary way, analysing the implications of video replay application in football from the perspective of players, coaches, television professionals, referees, amateurs, sports lawyers, media and educators.
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020371432

Berg, Kristian: Prescriptive stretching
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
  - RA781.63
Bolsø, Agnes / Svendsen, Stine Helena Bang / Sørensen, Siri Øyslebø: Bodies, symbols and organizational practice
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403180

Bowman, William David: The World Cup as world history
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406219

Broch, Trygve B.: Performative feel for the game
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403431

Capel, Susan / Blair, Richard: Debates in physical education
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
- GV361
⇒ Schlagwort: Sportunterricht
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406416

Carlsson, Bo / Backman, Jyri / Stark, Tobias: The progress of elite ice hockey, beyond NHL
a focus on (g)local culture(s), migration, entrepreneurship, americanization and oligarchism: special issue / guest editor: Bo Carlsson, Jyri Backman and Tobias Stark. (Sport in society; volume 23, number 3 (March 2020)) 2020. Seite 355-556.
⇒ Ein Buch
- Bitte an der Info-Theke 4 nachfragen: P 4156 Themenheft einer Zeitschrift
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020404517

Cook, Malcolm: 101 youth football drills
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405111

Curtis, Ryan M. / Benjamin, Courteney L. / Huggins, Robert A.: Elite soccer players

⇒ Ein Medium

- Freihand:

⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):

- GV943

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403167

Ellsworth, Scott: The world beneath their feet
the British, the Americans, the Nazis and the mountaineering race to summit the Himalayas / Scott Ellsworth. 2020. 400 Seiten. ISBN 978-1-47364962-0

⇒ Ein Medium

- Freihand:

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405947

Erikainen, Sonja: Gender verification and the making of the female body in sport
a history of the present / Sonja Erikainen. (Routledge advances in critical diversities) 2020. 186 pages. - 2003. ISBN 978-0-367-31301-2 Inhaltsliche Zusammenfassung: "This book critically explores the history of gender verification in international sport, to show how culture, politics, and science come together to produce "femaleness" and, consequently, the female body as we know it. Tracing gender verification policies and practices in sport since the 1930s till the present, the book shows how and why medical "sex tests" have been used to "verify" women athletes’ femaleness, in ways that both reflect and have shaped broader social and scientific ideas about femaleness in the process. Exploring how geopolitics, gender, class and race relations intertwined with scientific ideas about femaleness and womanhood to shape gender verification, the book shows how sports competitions became a battleground where new and old ideas about sex difference collided. By mapping the social, historical, and material instability of sex and gender, it shows why so much investment has been placed in distinguishing femaleness from maleness in sport and beyond. The book will be of interest to researchers, later-year undergraduate and graduate students in a broad range of areas including gender studies, sports studies, social and historical studies of science and medicine. It will also be relevant to sports policy as it historically and conceptually contextualises gender verification policies"–.

⇒ Ein Medium

- Freihand:

⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):

- GV709
Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403144

Foreman, Judy: Exercise is medicine
⇒ Ein Medium
  - Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
  - RM725
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405156

Gillett, Javair / Burgos, Bill: Strength training for basketball
NSCA. Javair Gillett, MS, CSCS, RSCC*D, Bill Burgos, MS, CSCS, RSCC*D Editors. 2020. 288 Seiten. ISBN 978-1-4925-7149-0 Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: "As part of the Strength Training for Sport series by the National Strength and Conditioning Association, this book will be an authoritative practical guide to designing resistance training programs for basketball that is edited and contributed by NSCA-certified professionals and other recognized NSCA-affiliated professionals. This book provides an overall analysis of the game and the mechanical demands it presents and offers an update of the most appropriate approaches to guide basketball-specific strength development. General and specific guidelines to sport-specific program structure and exercise selection will be presented along with sample resistance training programs as a guide to creating a basketball-specific resistance training program to help the athlete optimize strength and successfully transfer that strength to the basketball court."
⇒ Ein Medium
  - Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
  - GV885.35
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020404976

Griggs, Gerald / Petrie, Kirsten: Routledge handbook of primary physical education
⇒ Ein Medium
  - Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406534

Harper, Joanna / Epstein, David. J.: Sporting gender
⇒ Ein Medium
  - Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403479

Harrast, Mark A.: Clinical care of the runner
⇒ Ein Medium
  - Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405495
Heck, Sandra / Block, Martin E.: Inclusive physical education around the world

Hudd, Suzanne Stefanowski: The athlete's covenant

Johnson, Willie: Complete martial artist

Kohl, Harold W. / Murray, Tinker Dan / Salvo, Deborah: Foundations of physical activity and public health
Harold W. Kohl, III, PhD, University of Texas at Austin, Tinker D. Murray, PhD., Texas State University, Deborah Salvo, PhD, Washington University in St. Louis. Second edition 2020. 308 Seiten. ISBN 978-1-4925-8997-6

⇒ Ein Medium
⇒ Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403105
⇒ Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406095
⇒ Ein Medium
⇒ Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405137
Krustrup, Peter / Parnell, Daniel: Football as medicine
prescribing football for global health promotion / edited by Peter Krustrup and Daniel Parnell. (Critical research in football) 2019. pages cm. ISBN 978-0-367-24888-8 Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: “It is beyond dispute that physical activity is good for us, but what are the benefits, challenges and impacts of sport on health? This is the first book to focus on football in the context of health, from individual, public and population-level perspectives. Football as Medicine examines the effects of football training on the three main types of fitness (cardiovascular, metabolic and musculoskeletal) and on specific target populations (for example, children, type 2 diabetes patients, cancer patients, people with mental health conditions, the socially deprived and older people). It discusses the significance of football for public health and assesses the efficacy of football interventions by clubs and community sport development programs. With its multi-disciplinary approach, this is a valuable resource for students, researchers and practitioners working in physical activity and health, public health, health promotion and medicine, as well as football and sport business management, sport and exercise science, and the sociology of sport”–.

⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
- GV481
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403195

Maguire, Kieran: The price of football
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020406086

Manning, Susan / Ross, Janice / Schneider, Rebecca: Futures of dance studies
edited by Susan Manning, Janice Ross, and Rebecca Schneider. (Studies in dance history) 2020. xiv, 571 Seiten. ISBN 978-0-299-32240-3 Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: Futures of Dance Studies is an outrageously arrogant title. Yet this anthology of essays by 28 early-career scholars demonstrates the vitality and dynamism of dance studies, a field that for several decades seemed always emergent and finally has arrived. The authors are dancers, historians, ethnographers, theorists, and activists. Their topics range broadly across time and space, and their methods are equally capacious. Their writing is rigorous yet passionate, and together they articulate why dance matters to inquiries across the arts and humanities.
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020383296

McFarlane, Brian: 101 fascinating hockey facts
⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403426

Nauright, John: Routledge Handbook of Global Sport
Navarro, Kristina M. / Rubin, Lisa Melanie / Mamerow, Geoffrey: Implementing student athlete programming
Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: Introduction, context, and chapter teases – Contemporary context of athletics in higher education – The student-athlete experience? Opportunities and challenges – Programs that support student-athletes – Program models across divisions: cases at divisions I, II, and III – Assessment and data driven practices in intercollegiate athletics – Cross-program collaboration and strategic partnerships – The future of student-athlete development...

Newman, Joshua I. / Thorpe, Holly / Andrews, David L.: Sport, physical culture, and the moving body
Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: "In Sport, Physical Culture, and the Moving Body, contributors explore the extent to which the body, when moving about both ostensibly active body spaces (i.e., the gymnasium, the ball field, exercise laboratory, the track or running trail, the beach, or the sport stadium) and those places less often connected to physical activity (i.e. the home, the street, the classroom, the automobile), is bounded to technologies of life and living; and to the political arrangements that seek to capitalize upon such frames of biological vitality. To do so, the authors problematize the rise of active body science (i.e. kinesiology, sport and exercise sciences, performance biotechnology) and the effects these scientific interventions have on embodied, lived experience. By focusing on the confluence of agentive materialities, disciplinary technologies, vibrant assemblages, speculative realities, and vital performativities, Sport, Physical Culture, and the Moving Body promises to offer a groundbreaking departure from representationalist tendencies and orthodoxies brought about by the cultural turn in sport and physical cultural studies. It brings the moving body and its physics back into focus: recentering moving flesh and bones as locus of social order, environmental change, and the global political economy"–.

Piggin, Joe / Mansfield, Louise / Weed, Mike: Routledge handbook of physical activity policy and practice

Programm des Evang. Gymnasiums A.B. (Bischof-Teutsch-Gymnasiums) in Segesvár (Schässburg)
am Schlusse des Schuljahres ... veröffentlichtSegesvár:
Shilbury, David / Ferkins, Lesley: Routledge handbook of sport governance
⇒ Ein eBook
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405455

Smith, Andrew R. M.: No way but to fight
⇒ Ein Medium
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020403172

Special issue: dances of loss, grief, and endurance in the face of trauma
⇒ Ein Buch
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020402463

Thomas, Helen / Prickett, Stacey: The Routledge companion to dance studies
Wesson, John: *The science of soccer*

Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: "Updated and revised throughout, this new edition of The Science of Soccer applies scientific analysis to football, giving us the answers to questions like "what’s the chance of a team that wins the Premiership also winning the Cup? Can you predict how many goals will be scored? What’s the best height for footballers? Is the team that wins the league the best team?“ Starting with a qualitative description of the basic physics that relate to the ball and its bounce, the author then moves through kicks and throws to a simple account of the more complex physics of a ball in flight. Fulfilling your scientific curiosity, this book uncovers aspects of the game that are not normally discussed. It includes a look at game theory, how the rules affect the flow and enjoyment of the game, unusual statistics about players, and an insight into the economics of the game. For those with a more mathematical interest in the physics, the final chapter provides a readable account of the theory behind the beautiful game. Features: Accessible to anyone interested in understanding more about the science behind the sport Updated throughout, with new content on transfer fees, wages, and the top goal-scorers Discusses topics not explored in current literature, including rudimentary game theory"–.

⇒ Ein Medium
- Freihand:
⇒ LC (Library of Congress Classification):
  - QC26
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020405999